in humans and nonhuman primates. A major source of this limitation has been the contention that hippocampal processing is dedicated to spatial memory in rodents, in contrast to the global memory deficits observed following damage to the hippocampal region in humans This view was criticized for the absence of evidence for Many studies have sought to clarify the nature of hipa cognitive or neural mechanism that could underlie the pocampal information processing, using neuropsychocognitive map-something as compelling as the physiological and electrophysiological approaches in animals.
(1978) observed hippocampal cellular activity in rats perrats performing a place discrimination on the elevated plus maze ( Figure 1C ). They found that many place cells forming the same inward and outward traversals on all arms of a radial maze, and they found that many hippomaintained their spatial firing patterns when any one or two of the cues were removed, and they concluded that campal cells fired only when the rat was on a particular arm (see also McNaughton et al., 1983 ; Figure 1A ). Muller any subset of the cues sufficient to define their global configuration could support the location-specific activand colleagues (1987) more completely equalized behavior throughout an environment by observing hippoity. found that expansion of their circular open field caused some place fields to "scale campal cellular activity in rats foraging for food pellets randomly dispersed in a circular open field ( Figure 1B) up" in size but maintain the same shape and location, whereas altering the shape of the environment resulted and found location-specific activity of many of the cells.
Furthermore, the activity of many place cells is not in loss or unpredictable changes in spatial firing patterns. O' Keefe and Burgess (1996) showed that the dependent on any particular stimulus but rather reflects the presence and topography of multiple environmental shape and locus of place fields within a simple rectangular chamber are determined by the dimensions of, and cues. O'Keefe and Conway (1978) observed the responses of hippocampal cells to cue manipulations in spatial relations between, the walls of the environment. representations of visual cues are bound to "charts" to all modern accounts of the cognitive map is that and serve as landmarks of a spatial reference frame for the hippocampus contains a holistic representation of path integration. O' Keefe (1991) suggested that a polar space , a facsimile of the environment incoordinate system may be most effective for translating cluding the salient environmental cues (Figure 2 cells arise from the combination of diverse initial input will suggest that hippocampal neurons represent the weights and the particular history of coactive inputs to sequence of events that compose ongoing behavioral each cell that strengthen some of these inputs. episodes, and that repeated and related episodic repreSome hippocampal codings are extremely selective sentations can be used to build a memory space in the to a particular combination of regularities, for example, hippocampus. Third, we will consider how a memory to the occurrence of a particular odor only when it has a space could mediate properties of hippocampal-depenparticular significance and is experienced in a particular dent memory.
place (Wood et al., 1999 We propose that these coding specificities reflect difsimilar experiences then shape the nature and specificferent functional elements that build a memory space, ity of each neuron's responsiveness. The more broadly a network of interconnections among the representatuned cells that fire across a sequence of events may tions of both rare and common events. The basic buildbe those that initially receive inputs associated with ing blocks of the memory space are conceived as the events that happen to be successive or overlapping in event codings described above, the highly specific, conthe task protocol. In these cases, the repetition of these junctive representations that reflect features of particuevents in sequence serves simply to strengthen prolar episodes of behavior. The two broader types of codlonged firings. Alternatively, some cells may initially beings are conceived as serving two different purposes in come engaged by stimuli and behaviors associated with linking the events. The codings that are broader in time a punctate event, but when repetitive behavioral experiencode the temporal sequence in which a set of tempoences produce regularities in the sequence that include rally punctate events compose particular behavioral epiother initially weaker inputs, the firings become gradusodes. The codings that are broader in the features ally prolonged through the multiple events (Mehta et al.,
represented encode the spatial and nonspatial regulari-1997). The broadly tuned cells that fire associated with ties of the experience that are shared across different common events across different episodes may receive episodes in the same behavioral situation and, as such, dominant input from only one source of active features may represent nodes that cross between distinct behavof a task that are present across different experiences. ioral episodes. Together, the prototypical event, seAlternatively, these cells might receive multiple inputs quence, and nodal representations compose the memassociated with diverging stimuli and events that occur ory space of interconnections in the hippocampus across different episodes. During initial experiences, a (Figure 3) . weak selectivity for a particular combination of features The Record of Experience: Linking might occur, but subsequently the accumulated noncoEvents within Episodes incident activations for some features might "cancel"
We suggest that the coding of spatial locations by hipposuch that eventually only the common stimuli, actions, campal place cells emerges from a fundamental repreor locations that occur reliably control the cell's activity. sentation of behavioral episodes. These representations involve a network of cells, each of which represents a The Organization of Hippocampal Representations temporally defined event. To envision how this coding Above, we argued that the regularity of events in time determines the information encoded by hippocampal of episodes unfolds, one must adopt a novel perspective Wallenstein et al., 1998; Lisman, 1999). These accounts have proposed the necessity for two of the types of codings within the hippocampal network introduced above. Some representations reflect a temporally punctate event, whereas other representations involve multiple successive events that compose a sequence (or temporal "context"), as introduced above. For example, the activity of the cell marked by a short arrow in Figure  4 continued throughout the sequence of behaviors associated with odor sampling and behavioral choice during episodes of an odor discrimination task. Notably, the sequence representations would be specific to particular types of episodes in a task to the extent that they incorporate the details of its particular events. Sequence codings could "bridge" representations of distinct events that make up an episode, by overlapping with and consequently activating other event and sequence codings for later parts of an episode. Such a scheme can be used to predict or replay the details of episodes ("pattern Rather, the cell is under the control of different motivaepisodes within one behavioral task, even at times when tional or other behavioral aspects that are distinct bethe animal is in the same place and moving in the same tween the different episodes performed in the same direction under the same overall motivation. For examenvironment.
ple, imagine a rat performing a standard T maze spatial When spatial or nonspatial features are changed in a alternation task in which it initially runs on a common familiar situation, the cognitive mapping view suggests stem of the T, and then on different episodes alternates that the entire hippocampal ensemble must act coherbetween a left or right turn at the end of the stem in ently, such that all the place cells either maintain the order to receive rewards. In this situation, we predict the same firing pattern or all the cells form a new representaexistence of hippocampal cells that fire on the common tion (a complete "remapping"; . By contrast, stem only when the rat is in the midst of a right-turn the memory space hypothesis predicts that when cues episode and not a left-turn episode, and vice versa. are altered in a familiar environment there will be only These cells cannot be described as true place cells, a partial recoding. According to this view, some cells because they do not fire reliably when the animal is in will maintain the same firing patterns, as long as the a particular location. And their activity cannot be exspatial or nonspatial features coded by those cells are plained by egocentric spatial factors, because on both not disrupted by the change. Other cells will change types of episodes the rat is running with the same directheir firing patterns if the configuration of cues that contion and speed. Rather, the predicted firing pattern is trol them is altered. This pattern of findings has now consistent with the coding of a particular event or sebeen confirmed in several recent studies (see Figure 5; quence within the right-or left-turn episode. This coding Markus et al., 1995; Shapiro et al., 1997; Tanila et al., could serve to disambiguate the two kinds of episodes 1997c; Skaggs and McNaughton, 1998). We predict that in the alternation task. In addition, we predict the existhe preserved codings will be observed immediately tence of other hippocampal neurons that have the same when the environment changes, whereas the new codfiring pattern in both types of episodes. These cells ings will develop gradually over a short period of experiwould reflect the nodal features of the events that are ence with the new cue arrangements-this aspect of common across the two kinds of episodes, such as the recodings has not yet been examined. running in a particular direction at a particular place. The memory space hypothesis also generates several
The converse prediction involves the expectation that other new testable predictions about hippocampal neucells that initially have selective codings to combinations ral firing patterns. In our description of the development of events can, through experience, develop nodal codof hippocampal codings (see above), we suggested that ings of features that are common across episodes. For the encoding of conjunctions of cues and behaviors example, if a rat were initially trained to guide its behavarises from Hebbian learning mechanisms. Following ior according to a particular odor at only some locations this suggestion, it is expected that when a rat is introin the environment (or in only one environment), we duced to a new situation, hippocampal neurons will would expect the firing of these cells to occur in only show relatively small responses to spatial and nonspathat part of the environment (or in only that environment). tial features of the situation. We expect that the reHowever, after extended experience in which the odor sponses will become more robust and more selective has the same significance across all locations (or across associated with repeated experience with the same many environments), we would expect the observation combination of spatial or nonspatial features.
of some nodal cells that show the same pattern throughOther predictions follow from our proposal that some out the environment (or across environments). The prehippocampal cells encode events and sequences that dictions offered here provide examples of a general are distinct between related episodes, whereas others framework for distinguishing between the cognitive encode the common nodal events (Figure 3) . A specific mapping account and the memory space hypothesis prediction is that some hippocampal cells will have different firing patterns associated with distinct behavioral based on dissociating spatial (as well as nonspatial) cues that are experienced across episodes and have Second, we will consider how the properties of the hipthe capacity to bridge overlapping episodic representapocampal memory space could support the phenometions. This model is envisioned to support a rat's ability non of memory consolidation.
to "navigate," that is, to infer "short cuts" and "roundFlexible Memory Expression about routes," after it has had overlapping experiences A central property of hippocampal-dependent memory with all parts of the environment (Sutherland et al., 1987) . is the capacity to express memory "flexibly," to employ Notably, these abilities are mediated without metric calmemories obtained in one set of circumstances to solve culations of distances or angles, that is, without a "map. extended to provide a preliminary account for hippocampal consolidation of cortical memories. Following hippocampal disconnection, rats learned the four premise problems but showed no capacity for inferThe hippocampus is an integral component of a memory system that involves widespread areas of the neoence about indirectly related items.
In our model of this problem, distinct sets of hippocortex, the parahippocampal cortical region (composed of the perirhinal and parahippocampal cortex), and the campal cells encode events and sequences for the pairwise cue relationships trained in distinct episodes (Fighippocampus itself. Connections within this set of structures involve bidirectional pathways between the cortex ure 7). In addition, the commonalities of the odor cues experienced across distinct episodes would be capand hippocampal region that support considerable twoway interactions, and several theoretical models have tured by nodal representations. Assuming the nodal representations of B and D are activated by the transitive suggested that memory consolidation is mediated through these interactions (reviewed by Squire and Alvarez, challenge, these activations could link the overlapping representations of the BC and CD episodes. Thus, the 1995; Nadel and Moscovitch, 1997). The present conceptual framework offers potential mechanisms for the same structure of memory space that mediates spatial navigation can also be seen to support "navigation" cortical-hippocampal interplay proposed to mediate memory consolidation. among conceptual relations within a memory space for a serial ordering of odors.
The development of event and sequence representations in the hippocampus is conceived to occur within Memory Consolidation The early findings on human amnesia demonstrated one or a few trials, and the development of nodal codings parallels the variations in experience that occur that, in addition to the pervasive impairment in new learning, hippocampal damage results in the loss of across related episodes. We propose that consolidation begins with interactions between the hippocampus and memories acquired prior to the surgery. Moreover, the retrograde amnesia is graded-the loss is most severe the parahippocampal region. Parahippocampal neurons receive direct inputs from many cortical areas, and so for memories acquired recently before the surgery, whereas general knowledge obtained early in life and they would be expected to encode the configurations of stimuli to compose event representations based on memories of childhood experiences remain intact. These observations led to the suggestion that the hipposimultaneity of these inputs alone. might benefit by integration with earlier formed memories over months or years (Corkin, 1984) . Thus, the duraThus, for some period after learning, the associations of event representations in the parahippocampal region tion of consolidation is dependent on the nature of the learned material in terms of how many appropriate linkdepend on the connections to and from the hippocampus. At the same time, feedback from the hippocampus ages across experience will benefit subsequent retrieval. To the extent that these are few and repeated is envisioned to mediate the development of sequence and nodal representations within the parahippocampal frequently, consolidation will be completed readily. , 1996) . their formation may be much more limited, but they can mediate substantial development and reorganization of A consideration of other proposals about the spatial functions of the hippocampus will provide the context a memory space through the connections within the hippocampus initially. In this way, the repeated invocain which we will summarize our findings. Some have argued that hippocampal processing is tion of hippocampal representations onto the cortex serves to reorganize cortical representations accommofundamentally spatial but have remained silent on whether spatial memory is based on a systematic mapdating new information and new associations within the overall knowledge structure encoded there. ping or some other form of spatial representation (e.g., Nadel, 1991; Jarrard, 1993). The present review conThis integrative processing, involving the interleaving of new representations among the existing structure, cludes that any apparent "primacy" for spatial representation is a direct consequence of the ever-present spacan be seen to benefit the cortical memory organization for a very long period (McClelland et al., 1995) . Indeed, tial regularities associated with behavioral episodes. Locations where events occur almost always provide contrary to recent suggestions (Nadel and Moscovitch, 1997), memory reorganization is seen as a prolonged significant regularities that can be incorporated into most of the event codings. At the same time, we emphaprocess. From this view, the "completion" of consolidation is seen as a state at which integration of a new size that nonspatial events are incorporated in situations where they occur with regularity and can provide a peruses the notion of nodal codings to add the ability for vasive influence when the events occur across many linking episodes according to a range of consequential places (Wood et al., 1999) . relationships among items in memory (Alvarez and Sometimes this notion of the cognitive map has been McClelland et al., 1995) . Within the present expanded or linked to a more general function. For exconception, the spatial environment is not explicitly ample, acknowledged that cognitive map-"mapped" but is represented only in terms of views ping may be only a specific example of a more general and activities that occur in a combined spatial-temporal hippocampal function, although he did not specify how sequence, or distinct action sequences that are linked geometric properties would translate into, or serve, a by a common location. more general function, and he suggested that cognitive Furthermore, the present model is distinguished from mapping is the predominant mode of rodent hippocamspatial mapping theories in that it offers a set of general pal processing. O'Keefe and Nadel (1978; see also Naprinciples that accounts for both spatial and nonspatial del, 1991; O' Keefe, 1991) suggested that the notion of memory dependent on the hippocampus. First, the coman abstract spatial-like mapping of language might exist bination of diverse and distinctive input gradients plus in the left hippocampus of humans. Nevertheless, when Hebbian mechanisms for encoding coactive inputs medescribing the domain of cognitive mapping mediated diates the development of a range of specificities for an by the hippocampus, Nadel (1991) insisted that, for aniexceedingly broad range of attended information enmals, "we were referring to space, and we meant space, coded by hippocampal cells. Second, the organizing not abstractly, but concretely" (p. 228). Also, some modprinciple for these codings is the temporal sequence of els of hippocampal spatial function have acknowledged events that make up behavioral episodes. Those cells that spatial representation is only a part of a general whose activity reflects the most highly specific conjuncmemory function mediated by the hippocampus (Nadel tions of cues and actions encode rare events that are et al., 1985; McNaughton et al., 1996). However, acelements of unique behavioral episodes. Other hippocording to this view, space provides a critical contextual campal cells whose activity reflects sequences of events background for encoding or retrieving episodic memoserve to link large sets of successive events into repreries, and these models presume the spatial-contextual sentations of episodes that are unique in behavioral contribution is in the form of a cognitive map. Thus, significance. When fully established, these representathese models do not provide a significant deviation from tions may mediate the recall of event sequences that the original scheme of the dedicated spatial map.
compose an episode in memory and disambiguate epiAmong models of spatial mapping, our account is most sodes with common information. Third, other cells similar to Muller et al.'s (1996) conception of "cognitive whose activity reflects common nodal events among graphs" arising from the Hebbian binding of adjacent many episodes serve to link distinct episodes that share place representations according to the inherent tempocommon events. The combination of linked episodes ral proximity of their activations as rats move through constitutes a higher-order framework or memory space space. Muller noted that nonspatial information could that may mediate relational processing of indirect assosimilarly be associated according to temporal relations, ciations and inferential judgments about information acas we describe here for the linking of sequential events. quired across episodes. The organization of the memory The present conception of a hippocampal memory space is identical for both its spatial and nonspatial space provides an alternative to all variants of the cogniinformation content. In this context, place cells are prevtive map hypothesis in which space is the organizing alent codings that might link one's current location to principle. While rejecting the notion of a systematic and memories for previous episodes at those locations. cohesive spatial mapping, the present review provides Fourth, the bidirectional connections between the hipcompelling support for the existence of place cells. pocampal network, the parahippocampal region, and Many hippocampal cells encode the locations where the cortex could mediate the gradual development of events occur, and the activity of some cells reflects sequence and nodal representations in the cerebral corthe full topology of the environment independent of the tex. Through a prolonged process of reactivations of animal's behavior and nonspatial information. However, the extended network, this could serve to reorganize in our view, true place cells are simply an example of cortical representations such that they ultimately subthe nodal codings that can identify past episodes that serve relational processing even without hippocampal share a common event-in this case, a "place" experimediation. enced in the past. In this conception, other nodal codings, including those for a particular stimulus, similarly serve primarily as links to past episodes and not as
